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Stonewall west of
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Survey

McConnell

1893
Location of stable etc. on Chapleigh's Estate.

Mc Connell 1894
Meas. of transit line.

Sellew 1894
Meas. of buildings on south side.

Swensden 1893
Location and meas. of Chapleigh's Stables.

Fierce. 1893
Location of Stone Monts (to be set)

Sellew 1894
from Warren St. to a point 165 ft. from Brighton Ave.

Meas. of transit line.

Sellew. 1893
From Warren St. to Commonwealth Ave.

Line Mc Connell

1893
Newton Line and Chandler's Pond.

Survey of property lines.

Sellew 1897
Meas of buildings at Undine Spring.

Floyd 1897
Notes from Hyde and Sherry

Sellew 1897
And Lake St.

Meas of buildings.

Floyd 1897
Notes copied from C. S. O.

1893
Notes copied from C. S. O.

1893
Levels for profile.
Levels for profile.